ENHANCING A CULTURE OF
INCLUSION & RESPECT

The five most comprehensive online educational programs that
empower employees to engage in conversations and address sexual
innuendo/harassment, diversity, and gender bias in the workplace

ONLINE EDUCATION
THAT STARTS
THE CONVERSATION
Organizations are proud of their culture

of inclusion and respect; where people of all ages, races, sexual
orientations, abilities, genders, and religions respectfully communicate
and professionally interact. By commissioning a Blindspot Survey™,
you have already demonstrated proactive leadership and genuine care
for your employees.You have given them a voice and allowed them
to speak up about issues or experiences that may be impacting your
culture. You can’t stop there. Now it is time to turn good
intentions into concrete action.
To protect and enhance that culture, engage the experts at The Center
for Leadership Excellence to customize a transformational online
educational curriculum that augments and enhances your current
programs and addresses the blindspots highlighted by the survey. Start
the conversation with your employees on how to confront issues that
impact inclusion and respect in the workplace.

EDUCATIONAL
MODULES
Our online educational curriculum has FOUR modules. Educational modules can be
used individually, packaged as a complete program, or mixed and matched to best suit
your organization’s needs.
Module One: Sexual Innuendo/Sexual Harassment:
In this module we discuss the difference between sexual harassment and inappropriate
behavior/comments. Additionally, We raise awareness about inappropriate comments and
behaviors that disrespect or marginalize a co-worker, set clear expectations about employee
behavior, demonstrate how an inappropriate sexual innuendo or joke can make others feel
uncomfortable, and define sexual harassment. In addition, we coach all employees on how
to pre-empt any form of inappropriate behavior and how to have courageous conversations
with a co-worker who makes an inappropriate comment or sexual innuendo.
Module Two: Gender Bias & Male Allies
Men and women have both conscious and unconscious bias when it comes to gender. In
this module the program addresses the importance of raising awareness to both forms
of gender bias and how it manifests itself in the workplace. We teach women to engage
supervisors and co-workers in conversation about gender bias and give women a voice in
building an inclusive and respectful culture. Additionally, we give men and women tools to
build more allies or become an ally for gender equality in the workplace.
Module Three: Inclusion & Diversity
We raise awareness to the subtle – and not so subtle – forms of discrimination that
minority members may experience every day because of their age, race, sexual orientation,
abilities, gender identification, or religion and discuss how our own judgements and
assumptions impact the way we interact with people different than us. In this module we
empower people to speak up in a safe environment about any issues or experiences that
may impact organizational culture. Additionally, we give employees tools to address issues
when they see them, and become allies for their minority colleagues.
Module Four: Managers & Supervisors
In this module, we coach leaders on how to demonstrate proactive leadership - leadership
that cares for its workforce. Additionally, we teach leaders how to “keep an eye out” for
potential issues, pinpoint problems, and address inappropriate behaviors or comments
before they become problematic. Leaders are also given tools to address formal complaints
and conduct meetings with the “accuser” and the “accused”. Additionally, it gives
supervisors tools to address their own behavior, judgements, and assumptions and work to
build a culture of inclusion and respect within their team.

FEATURES OF PROGRAM
•

Choose Options That Suit Your Needs: Program can be purchased as the full
educational solution, including all four modules or can be separated and purchased as
individual modules to best suit the needs of your organization.

•

Customize Your Program: Programs are customized to your organization’s specific
needs and culture, policies and procedures, and branded to reflect your organization.

•

Certify Your Workforce: Each training module includes question and answers to test
concepts critical to each topic and includes a certification upon completion of the course that
includes adherence to company policies.

•

Create Consistency: Know that your workforce is receiving consistent messaging from
leadership regarding policy and procedures, employee expectations, and building and
enhancing your culture.

•

Deliver Anytime, Anywhere: Programming is self-paced and can be accessed anywhere
anytime by your workforce from any web-enabled device.

•

Launch Quickly & Easily: Limited time is required to customize, launch, and administer
to your organization.

•

Assess & Enhance Annually: Each year, enhancements will be made to your program
based on feedback from workforce and Blindspot Survey results.

BENEFITS OF PROGRAM
•

Demonstrate Care for Workforce: Show your workforce that you “walk the talk” by
demonstrating you are addressing issues that impact a culture of inclusion and respect with
all employees.

•

Make Data-Driven Decisions: Use the survey data to enhance the impact of your
current training programs and address the blindspots that exist within your culture.

•

Raise Awareness: Educate and raise employee awareness to inappropriate behavior and
practices that you want to eradicate from your organization.

•

Add Value: Demonstrate value to your workforce by giving them opportunities to learn
and grow as individuals and become better, more engaged citizens.

•

Give a Voice: Create an environment where employees of all ages, races, sexual
orientations, abilities, genders, and religions feel valued and safe being who they are.

•

Change Hearts and Minds: Evolve employee assumptions and perceptions about people
different than them. Transform how they engage, interact, and socialize with coworkers.

•

Empower Your Employees: Teach your workforce how and when to speak up in a
safe environment about issues or experience that they or others are having that are not in
alignment with the culture you have built.

Contact Jessica Gendron, President of The Center for Leadership
Excellence to start the conversation and learn more:
(317) 264-4119 or jgendron@cciindy.com

